1.
I use throughout the notation and formulae contained in my " Memoir on the Theory of Matrices," Phil. Trans, vol. cxlviii. (1858) , pp. 17-37, and in the above-mentioned memoir on the Automorphic Transformation. W ith respect to the composition of matrices, the rule of composition is as follows, viz., any line of the compound m atrix is obtained by combining the corresponding line of the first or further component matrix with the several columns of the second or nearer component m atrix ; it is very convenient to indicate this by the algorithm, where, here and in w hat follows, 1 denotes the m atrix unity. Moreover
( T -0 ) ( T -Q ) -'= ( T -0 ) ( T '-Q ') = l . W e have therefore (r -Q )(T + Q )-,= (T + Q -2 Q X T '+ Q ')= l-2 Q (r+ Q ').
(TH-£2)(T-a ) -'= ( T -Q + 2 Q X T '-Q ') = 1 + 2 Q ( T '-Q').-7. Suppose for a m oment th a t 9. And similarly, 
-2p, -21, + 2 A, -1 + 2 ( 2 which shows th a t the m atrix II for th e autom orphie transform ation of the function
which is th e theorem in question. 12. I rem ark in reference to th e foregoing proof th a t w riting
th en th e actual value of 
9, A o, n h m, n> d -\-ad-l* •±bc--f % -\-< 2i(nh-mg)-\~li.

The expression f o r ( T -n ) -is obtained from that o f ( T + n ) -by merely trans posing the terms of the matrix, or, what is the same thing, by changing the signs of > f*. ». (> «> And it would be easy by means of these developed values to verify the foregoing comparison of ( T -Q ) ( T + Q ) -' and ( T + Q ) ( T -Q ) -.
Article Nos. 14 to 22.-Second Investigation.
14. I consider from a different point of view the theory of a matrix n = ( «, b, c, i l such that n->= ( p , l, -h , -d ; we see at once that sn = 0 , 5 12+ 521 = 0, &c., viz. the determinant in is a skew determinant, that is, the square of a Pfaffian. W e have thereforê ^(^12 S34-f"Sj3 S42"1 "S14 S23j2, or extracting the square root of each side, and determining the sign by a comparison of any single term, we have V -S12 S34+ S 13 S42-J-Si4 s 23, which is one of the required forms of V.
17. And in the same manner 
-m, -i 9 e, a 
